
and potentially reinforce their vulnerable thoughts leading to con-
cerning consequences.

The objective of this study is to review existing evidence for
harmful effects of AI chatbots on people with serious mental ill-
ness (SMI).
Methods. We conducted a review of existing evidence in five data-
bases for relevant studies. The search sources were 4 bibliographical
databases (PsycINFO, EMBASE, PubMed, and OVID), the search
engine “Google Scholar” and relevant grey literature. Studies were
eligible if they explored the role of AI and related technology in
causing harm in those with SMI.
Results. Initial searches constrained the scope of review to the
harmful effects of AI use in mental health and psychiatry and
not just the association with crime due to very limited existing
data.
Conclusion. Whilst current AI technology has shown potential in
mental healthcare, it is important to acknowledge its limitations.
At present, the evidence base for benefits of AI chatbot in mental
healthcare is only just getting established and not enough is
known or documented around the harmful effects of this technol-
ogy. Nevertheless, we are seeing increasing cases of vulnerable
mental health patients negatively influenced by AI technology.
The use of AI chatbots raises various ethical concerns often mag-
nified in people experiencing SMI. Further research will be valu-
able in understanding the ramifications of AI in psychiatry. This
will also help guide the developers of this important and emerging
technology to meet recognised ethical frameworks hence safe-
guarding vulnerable users.
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Aims. Dementia is a debilitating disease with multiple potential
causes, no cure and rising incidence. New studies suggest that
gut bacteria not only aid in the digestion of bowel products but
also other bodily functions such as immune systems and relaying
messages to the brain. This review aims to examine the potential
link between gut microbiota and dementia by performing a sys-
tematic review to assess whether gut bacteria play a role in the
development of dementia.
Methods. The systematic review was designed and conducted
according to PRISMA guidelines. A modified PICO model was
used to perform a literature search in Medline, CINAHL PLUS
and APA PsychInfo databases. The search identified 401 articles,
49 of which met the predefined inclusion criteria. Twenty-one
final studies were included in the results; 14 cross-sectional, two
cohort, three case-control, one randomised control study and
one case report. The reviewer extracted and analysed data from
these studies for quality using the AXIS and CASP tools. A nar-
rative synthesis of the results was performed due to the heterogen-
eity of the data.

Results. Individuals with dementia have lower microbial diversity
than healthy controls, including changes in specific bacterial taxa,
pro-inflammatory and anti-inflammatory balance. The results of
the review were subdivided into four identified themes which
helped further identify that microbial metabolites, diet and
gastrointestinal disease can also influence the composition of
gut microbiomes and, therefore, the development of cognitive
impairment and dementia.
Conclusion. This systematic review found a link between gut bac-
teria, bacterial metabolites, gastrointestinal health, diet, and
dementia. Although the studies were mostly observational, they
suggest that gut microbiota can affect brain function through dys-
biosis, which can lead to neuroinflammation and dementia. More
research is needed to confirm a causal relationship, but targeting
the gut microbiota could be a potential therapy for MCI and AD.
Innovative strategies may help combat the growing challenge of
dementia.
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Aims. This digital ethnographic study explores the varying per-
ceptions of anorexia within the pro-anorexia (pro-ana) subculture
by utilizing Professor Marinker’s framework of disease, illness,
and sickness to qualitatively analyse how individuals within this
community interpret anorexia as a personal experience, a societal
role, or a deliberate choice.
Methods. This study examines insights from the pro-ana commu-
nity, obtained through pro-ana spaces on social media platforms
and dedicated pro-ana online forums contributing to understand-
ing their viewpoints on anorexia. Drawing from established litera-
ture on anorexia nervosa and the pro-ana subculture, this study
employs a qualitative analysis of online pro-ana spaces, examining
discussions, narratives, and beliefs shared within these communi-
ties. The study also integrates historical perspectives, cultural cri-
tiques, and psychological theories to offer a comprehensive
understanding.
Results. The pro-ana subculture presents diverse perspectives on
anorexia, challenging traditional definitions of illness and sick-
ness. Some individuals view anorexia positively, perceiving it
as a means of discipline and self-improvement. Cultural and his-
torical influences, including the feminine expectation, the nor-
malization of the disordered eating habits of the ‘gym bro’,
and societal beauty standards, further shape perceptions within
the pro-ana community. There is some debate on how the
media influences the proliferation of eating disorders and the
evolving definitions of anorexia – including the introduction
of atypical anorexia. There is also an ascetic spirituality asso-
ciated with anorexia, which can be seen as a matter of faith
or delusion.
Conclusion. The concept of anorexia within the pro-ana subcul-
ture challenges traditional definitions of illness, sickness, and
choice. This study highlights the cultural, historical, and gendered
dimensions influencing these perspectives. Understanding this
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complex interplay can inform mental health professionals, educa-
tors, and policymakers about the potential risks posed by pro-ana
communities. It emphasizes the importance of preventive mea-
sures, media responsibility, and a nuanced approach to engaging
with individuals influenced by the pro-ana subculture.
Recognizing the multifaceted nature of anorexia within this com-
munity is crucial for developing effective interventions and sup-
port strategies for patients with anorexia who engage with the
online pro-ana community.
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Aims. "Euphoria,” an American television show portraying the
lives of teenagers, centers around Rue Bennett, a
seventeen-year-old biracial girl grappling with substance misuse
and comorbid mental health conditions, including obsessive-
compulsive disorder and bipolar disorder. Rue’s risky behaviors
in the series mirror real-life challenges faced by adolescents deal-
ing with substance misuse. This study aims to explore harm
reduction strategies that could benefit Rue, emphasizing the
need for such approaches to improve safety in non-abstinent ado-
lescents. By focusing on harm reduction rather than strict abstin-
ence, the goal is to meet individuals where they are in their
journey and foster sustainable positive change.
Methods. Employing a qualitative approach, this study conducted
a thematic content analysis of relevant episodes from seasons 1
and 2 of “Euphoria.” Additionally, a literature search was carried
out using online databases, including PubMed, PsychINFO, and
Google Scholar, to identify relevant literature on harm reduction
strategies for adolescent opiate users from 2019 to 2024.
Results. The analysis uncovered multiple instances of Rue’s risky
behavior. Major themes included polydrug use, self-medication,
overdose, association with dangerous individuals, self isolation
and withdrawal management. Examining Rue’s journey identified
harm reduction strategies which could minimise her risk of harm,
such as fentanyl test strips, Narcan, and psychoeducation in safer
consumption practices, supported by existing literature.
Conclusion. Rue Bennett’s character in “Euphoria” underscores
the imperative need for harm reduction approaches in substance
use interventions for adolescents. The study highlights the poten-
tial effectiveness of harm reduction strategies, including Narcan
and psychoeducation in minimizing risks associated with opiate
use. Rue’s narrative emphasizes how these methods could contrib-
ute to creating a safer consumption environment for non-
abstinent individuals. Integrating harm reduction principles into
real-world interventions is crucial for promoting holistic well-
being and challenging stigmatizing attitudes toward substance use.
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Aims. This paper sought to estimate the number of potential can-
didates per year, within the boundaries of the Mid and South
Essex Integrated Care System, for the receipt of Lecanemab, a
novel treatment of Alzheimer’s pathology.
Methods. One of the four memory assessment services within the
region was selected at random, following which all referrals to that
service in January and February 2023 were retrieved from the
electronic patient record system (n = 45). These records were
then screened to assess whether the patient met the criteria for
treatment with Lecanemab. The inclusion and exclusion criteria
from the original CLARITY-AD phase 3 clinical trial (van Dyck
et al., 2022) were combined with those of the Appropriate Use
Recommendations released by the Alzheimer’s Disease and
Related Disorders Therapeutics Work Group (Cummings et al.,
2023)1,2. Patients could not be identified as certainly suitable for
treatment, but simply as potential candidates, as current practice
does not include all the necessary investigations to receive the new
drug, for example undergoing amyloid PET or CSF testing.
Results. 11 of 45 referrals were potential candidates for novel
therapeutics (24.4%). Of the 11, 3 were diagnosed with
Alzheimer’s disease (27%), and 8 with Mild Cognitive
Impairment (73%). 8 were male, 3 female, with a mean age of
78 years (range 70 to 87). The mean score on the
Addenbrooke’s Cognitive Examination III was 82/100. Two
patients had co-morbid mental illness, both mixed anxiety and
depression, currently in remission. Extrapolating from this rate
of eligibility for treatment, it is suggested that approximately
260 patients per year would be eligible for Lecanemab treatment
within Mid and South Essex.
Conclusion. This paper estimates that approximately 260 patients
per year would be eligible for Lecanemab treatment within Mid
and South Essex based on the inclusion and exclusion criteria sta-
ted above. This estimate is given with caution, particularly as nei-
ther amyloid PET nor CSF testing was performed, and it is still
not clear what other stipulations may be made by the UK regula-
tory bodies (for example the degree of vascular pathology permit-
ted on neuroimaging). This paper does however provide a useful,
early estimate of eligibility in order to facilitate planning for
potential treatment pathways.
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